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pean system- It was true that,, while parts of her territory were
still in enemy occupation and she was paying a war indemnity,,
Germany was still formally "under servitude." But the condi-
tions under which she now suffered occupation and paid indemni-
ties amounted to a revision in her favour of the terms she had
been forced to accept at Versailles, There had, it is true, been
no restoration of territory; there could not be. But in no case
had the concessions made to Germany been granted on terms of
further loss or additional expression of acceptance of loss, except
in the case of Alsace and Lorraine. The charge that Stresemann
signed away German territory at Locarno is frivolously cynical;
what he actually had done was to use an endorsement of a previous
surrender of territory to extort a guarantee of German security
that represented a clear advance on the settlement of 1919.*
In accepting a permanent League Council seat, Germany had
consented to accept equality not as a concession extorted from
others,, but as a right of which she had had to be convinced that
it was wise to avail herself, and had obtained the right, or rather
accepted the obligation, to transfer all possible questions, present
or future, which might involve her in international complications
away from a victors-vanquished conference from which resort
to force might be had to an international forum whose reason
for existence was the prevention of the use of force as a means
of egress from a political impasse. As a recognized Great Power,
she had her special privileges, privileges denied to many of her
ex-enemy co-signatories to the Peace Treaty, and had recovered
full freedom of action within the Covenant to which she could
now appeal on any issues that might arise. She could, if desirable,
arraign the treaty settlement point by point and reach a new
settlement in safety by diplomatic means. Supreme at last within
her own frontiers—except for the temporary occupation of the
Rhineland—she had now a possibility of altering them by legal
* I pass over the demilitarized zone question, for in its case we have to
deal with psychological tmponderabilia. Politically and militarily, the de-
militarized zone is as much in Germany's interest as in France's 5 the German
critics' conclusions to the contrary are hopelessly distorted^ because their
premises are fundamentally neither political nor military. The Saar question
was then a minor question. No one in 1927 had any doubts as to the result
of the plebiscite; it was left to the super-German Hitler to create them.

